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Computation of Variance Components 
by the MINQUE Method 
J. KLEFFE AND B. SEIFERT 
Academ.v of Sciences of the German Democratic Republic, Institute of Mathematics 
Communicated bv P. R. Krishnaiah 
We present a new method of computing C. R. Rao’s MINQUE in variance com- 
ponent models ( y  = Xfi + cI1 5, + + t/,5,), which requires only inversion and 
storage of n, x n, matrices, where nj is the number of columns in ci,. In many cases 
most of these matrices are of diagonal form. In particular, the derivation of MIN- 
QUE equations for univariate nested classification models does not need any inver- 
sion of matrices. cl 1986 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let us consider a general linear model 
y=Xp+E, E&=0, E&E’= i Ui.ZiU:, (1.1) 
i= I 
where X, U, ,..., UP are given n x n,, n x n ,,..., n x np matrices; /? is an 
unknown parameter vector; and Ci = (ZC, @ O,), i = l,..., p, are block 
diagonal matrices with 0, ,..., 0, being unknown covariance matrices of 
possibly different orders. Models of this kind appear in multivariate 
analysis of variance (MANOVA) and in the analysis of growth curves. 
Let Ui=(Uili *.. i U,,) be partitions of Ui according to the structure of 
2;, and C,U be given prior values for C;. The variancecovariance matrix of 
y given 2Yi = C, is denoted by 
v,= i uj,zjou;= i v,, 
r=l i= 1 
(1.2) 
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where V, = Ui z, I!& A-’ denotes the inverse of A, and A+ denotes the 
Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of A. Then, following the MINQ- 
estimation principle (extensively discussed by Rao and Kleffe [S]), MIN- 
QUE( U, I) of a linear parametric function y = XT=, tr C, Qi is given by 
Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose rank (V, :X) = n and MINQUE( U, I) for y to exist. 
Let M=I--XX+, Zij= U:,(MV,,M)+ Ujl, and Z,= ((Zy)). Then, MIN- 
QUE( U, I) for y is given by 
y^= i y’(MV,M)+ Ui(Z,.,@Gi) U:(MV,M)+ y, (1.3) 
i=, 
where G, ,..., G, are symmetric matrices which satisfy the system of linear 
equations 
ff% Zy Gi(Zy)’ = Ci. i = l,..., p. (1.4) 
/=lk=ll=l 
The expression (1.3) is a function of the linear statistics 
ti= U:(MV,,M)+ y, i= I,..., p, and the matrices Z, are obtained by com- 
putation of tj for each column of U,. Therefore, computation of ti is the 
basic numerical problem connected with MINQUE( U, I). 
2. HIERARCHICAL MODELS 
A nice algorithm for computation of tj can be given when matrices U, in 
(1.1) exhibit a hierarchical structure 
R(U,)cR(U,)c ‘.. cR(U,), (2.1) 
where R( . ) denotes the column space of a matrix. In this case there are 
matrices Aj such that Uj = U,, 1 A, for j=p - l,..., 1. Further let F, and Ej 
be nj x nj matrices, which are defined by F, = Ub (MV,IW) + UP, EP = I, and 
F, = A;Fj+ 1 E,;‘, Aj, E,= I+CpFj, j=p- l,..., 1. (2.2) 
Based on these matrices let us introduce ni vectors of totals yj and averages 
yj by y, = U;(MV,M)+ y, jp = F,- y,, and 
Yj=A;cE,‘i’,l’Yj+~, ji,=F,:y. I’ j=p- l,..., 1. (2.3) 
The main result of this paper is now as follows: 
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THEOREM 1. If R(MU,- 1) c R(MU,J’,,), then 
tj= UJ(MVoM)+y = Fit,, j = l,..., p, (2.4) 
where c. are nj vectors given by 
il = E;ly,, t ,=E,"(Y,-A,~,(yi_,-t,- l)),  j = 2,..., p. (2.5) 
A closed form expression for tl is 
t,=FjE,-1(y,-Aj~1(~j~,-E,~~11(~~jyi-,-Aj~2(~~~ 
-Ez’(y:!-Ar(y,-El’y,))...)))). (2.6) 
Proof rests on the following lemma, which provides a convenient 
expression for the key matrix (MV,M) + in terms of E,: ’ and n x n matrices 
Bj defined by 
BP = (MV,oW+ Up, Bi= B,+,E,-,‘, Ai, j=p- l,,.., 1. (2.7) 
LEMMA 2. Under the assumptions made in Theorem 1 
(MV,,M)+ = (W&4)+ - c BjE,-‘C,B;, (2.8) 
j= I 
and E,: I Cl0 is symmetric. 
ProoJ Let A, = MV,M and introduce Aj=Aj+,+MVjOM, 
j =p - l,..., 1. From (2.1) and R(MU,- 1)~ R(IWU,C,~) we get AjM= Aj, 
AfM=Af, R(A,)zR(MU,_,)z *. . 2 R(MU, ) for all j, and we find for 
j=p- l,..., 1 
A,+ = A:+ 1 -A,;, Uj(Z+ C, U;A,;+ 1 Uj)~‘CjO U;A,++ , (2.9) 
by a simple generalization of formula (3.6) in Harville [2]. Using notations 
Bj= Aj’,l Uj and Ej=Z+r;i,U~Ai+, 1 Uj=Z+zlpBjUj it follows from (2.9) 
that 
Bj=Bj,lA,-B- E-‘.Lc- J+t /+I J+l,o j+l j+l J B’ U A.=Bj+lEJ:;,Aj. 
This proves the recursion formula for Bj, j<p - 2, given in (2.7). The 
starting matrix of the sequence Bj is 
B,_,=(MV,,M)+U,~,=B,A,~,=B,E,-‘A,_,. 
The lemma follows by noting that (MV,M) + = A:. 1 
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Note that by construction 
Fj= D”Bj= B;Uj, FjE,-’ = (E,-‘)‘Fj, 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let us introduce 
Yj= BJy, j=p ,..., 1, 
and find from (2.7) 
Yj=‘lCE,~+lll’B~+lY=dlCE;+lll’Yj+l, 
which proves (2.3). By construction 
FjF,- yj= Fjyj=yi, 
and 
E,-‘C,y,= E,$Z’,F,y,=&- E,-‘y,, 
From Lemma 2 it follows that the 
cfzi’ VP B,E,- ’ Zflyj, which takes the final form 
/ P-1 
j = l,..., p. (2.10) 
(2.11) 
j=p - l,..., 1, 
j = l,..., p, (2.12) 
j=p- I,..., 1. (2.13) 
expression t, = yp - 
\ 
tp=FpE;’ (Yp- ,c, Ap--J;JlAp--2 ... E,<‘,A,(j+Y,:+j) 
by (2.7), (2.13), and y, = F, E; ’ y,,. Suitably summarizing terms and using 
(2.5) leads to (2.6) for j=p and proves (2.4) for the same j. To prove the 
general result of Theorem 1 let (2.4) hold for j =p,..., i. Then by the 
definition of tim i, (2.1) and (2.5), t.ml=A!_,FjE:-‘q.- 
d:_,F,E;‘Ai~l(y,_l-tl-,). Using (2.10), (2.12), and (2.3) on the-nrst 
term and (2.2) on the second yields ti~l=y,-,-Fi_,(yi~,-ti~~,)= 
Fii-l<.-l, i.e., formula (2.4) for j= i- 1. 1 
Computation of tj is increasingly difficult for growing j, so that some 
simplifications are worth noting. 
COROLLARY 1. For y E R( U,) and j b k, 
tj= U~B,i~=FjE~~‘Aj_,E,-‘,A,_,... Akik. (2.14) 
Proof y E R( U,) implies y = UkS for some 6 and y, = B: UkS = 
&A,-, *.. A,6 for s> k. It follows from (2.10), (2.7), and 
BjF,- Fj = Bj, j = l,..., p, (2.15) 
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that 
FjE,:‘Aj-&,<.p,= UjBjEl%-,F,~,F~, = U;Bji-,F,; ,F,p, 
= U;B,p I =F,E,-‘A,-,, 
so that 
Continuing this method of simplification yields (2.14). The alternative 
expressions follow from (2.7) and (2.15). 1 
Corollary 1 helps to make short cuts in the computation of matrices 2, 
required in Lemma 1. The following corollary shows how to avoid com- 
putation of t, in some cases. 
COROLLARY 2. Let &0=N~,-,)~ I Vpol zo, and P= 
U,~,(U~~,V~~‘U,~,)~Ub~,V~~‘. Then 
Proof By supposition, (I- P’) V;’ X= 0 and (I- P’) Vpi’ Uj = 0 for 
j= l,..., p - 1. Since 
V,-l=V-l-Vg,l(Up_,~~~~~U1)T(Up~,~~~~~U,)’V,l PO I I P 
for some matrix T we obtain (Z-P’) V;‘X=O and (Z-P’) V;‘Ui=O. 
Further, 
(MV,M)f = v,-‘- v,-‘x(rv,-‘x)-rv,-’ (2.16) 
yields (I- P’)(MV,M)+ = (I- I”) V&l = (Z-P’) VP;‘, and the decom- 
position (MV,M)+ = (Z-P’) V;’ + P’(MV,M)+. The required result 
follows easily. 1 
Corollary 2 provides an orthogonal decomposition of t, subject to the 
inner product (a, b) = a’,?i’&, if Up = I. 
Formula (2.16) suggests an alternative way of computing t,. Let us apply 
Theorem 1 with A4 replaced by the identity matrix in order to find the 
statistics UJ V,- ’ y and use 
ti= u;v,-‘(y-x/7), fi=(iw,-‘A--A-T,-‘y, (2.17) 
683!lR’l-R 
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where Xfi is BLUE of Xfi at VO. The statistic X’V;‘y = A> VP- 1 V,- ‘y (for 
some A,) is easily obtained from VP- i V,-‘y, and so are the columns of the 
matrix x’ V; 1 X by computation of Ub _ 1 V; 1 y for each column of X. The 
simplest case is considered in the next corollary: 
COROLLARY 3. Assume R(X)c R(U,), i.e., X= U,A, for some A,, and 
( V,l # 0. Then 
(i) tj=F~E~l(~~-A~~~(~~~~-E~l,(~j_,-Aj_,( ‘.. 
-E;‘(y,-A,(y,-E;‘(y,-A,y,)))...)))), (2.18) 
where Fj, Ej, and Jj are as given by (2.2) and (2.3) with M replaced by I, and 
FO=A~F,E,‘A,,y,=A~(E;‘)‘y,,jO=F,-y,. (2.19) 
(ii) j0 = fl is BLUE of /I at V,. 
Expression (2.18) may be written as in (2.5), if computations begin with 
&=O, leading to 
The same result is obtained when one considers the fixed effects /I random 
with infinitely large variance leading to E, 1 = 0. 
Proof of Corollary 3. From (2.4), (2.5), (2.10), and (2.12), if M is 
replaced by Z, it follows that X~~‘y=Abtl=AbFIE,‘y,= 
Ab(E,‘)‘y, = y, as defined in (2.19). Analogously X’V{‘X= Ab(E;‘)‘(X), , 
where (X), denotes the matrix obtained by computation of y, for each 
column of X. Using (2.11) and (2.10) we get XV,--‘X=Ab(E;‘)‘B;X= 
Ab(E; ‘)‘F, A,, = F0 as defined in (2.19). Both results imply fi= F,-y, =jO. 
Further, from (2.14) and (2.5) it follows that t,(X/?)= UjB,E;L(%)l, 
where ($), denotes j1 for y = Xg .^ It holds that ($) I = F; B’, Xfi = 
K FI A&. BY (2.15) and (2.7), t,(X& = U;B,E;‘A,j, = 
Fj E,: ’ A, ~ I E,--’ , .*.A,E;‘A,j,, which implies (2.18) by using (2.17) and 
(2.6). I 
3. GENERAL MODELS 
We did not use any special structure of Z, and the nature of 
A, = MVP,,M in order to prove Theorem 1. Thus the same theorem serves 
to compute more general expression likeU’, (MDM + CJj:: MViOM)+y for 
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k = l,..., p, where D is any n.n.d. matrix with R( U,) c * .* c 
R( UP- i ) c R(D). For such applications we use Theorem 1 with D = Cpo, 
U,, = Z, and A, _, = UP _ i . The initial quantities in (2.2) and (2.3) are I;, = 
(MDM)+, E, = Z, and yP = (MDM)+y. 
Let us assume the covariance structure in model (1.1) is extended to 
E&E’ = f uj” Cl” ui”’ + f Uj2’ c,!” uj2” = v, 
i=l j= 1 
where Uj’),..., Ug), z$, satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 1, and for some 
k, i< k<p,, it holds that R(Ui2)) c ... c R(Uc2)) c R(Ui’)). There are 
matrices A(‘) with Uj2) = Ujy, Al’) for j= l,...,py- 1, and A* with the 
property UK) = Uii)A*. Then by Theorem 1, putting lJg’+ 1 = Z, Ag) = Ug), 
and D = C,“, Ul’) J$) Uil)’ = ,TCg’+ ,, o, we have 
U!2”(j$fv&) +y = F!2’ 32’ 
J J J 
for j= l,..., p2 + 1, (3.1) 
where E’+, = (MDM)+, Eg\ i = Z, yj$, = (MDM)+y are the initial 
values, which need not to be computed, for the next step quantities 
are Fjj)= U~)‘(MDM)+U~)= A*‘U~‘)‘(MDM)tU&‘)A*, and yc2)= 
U$(MDM)+y = A*‘ICI~~)‘(MDM)+~. They are obtained by comp%ng 
Vi’)’ (MDM) + Ukl) and Vi1 )’ (MDM) +y under model (1.1) with covariance 
structure 
E&E’= 2 u(l’&j’ uj”‘. (3.2) 
i= 1 
In the special case j =p2 + 1 from (3.1) it follows that 
(MV,M)+y=(MDM)+(y- Ug’(yE’-c))). (3.3) 
Therefore, also the statistics Uj’)‘(MV,,M)+y, i= l,...,pi, can be obtained 
by computation of tj’) = Ui’)‘(MDM)+y under model (1.1) with covariance 
structure (3.2), if y is replaced by y - UK) (FE) - c)). 
Corollary 1 applied to (3.3) yields an important simplification 
UI”‘(MV,M)+y=t(‘‘-~“(Ej”)-‘Aj”, @I”,)-‘A{‘,;- 
x (EJc’!,)~1Al’)t~1’(U~~‘(y’2’-~7p:))). 
P? (3.4) 
These results show how to deal with the general model (l.l), if matrices Ui 
can be arranged in the form of a hierarchical tree using the ordering 
R( Ui) c R( Uj). For univariate variance component models, zi = f9iZ,,l and 
U,, = I. In this case, repeatedly using (3.1) together with (3.3) and (3.4), we 
are able to perform all computations by handling at most p - 1 nix ni 
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matrices. This is considerable progress compared to a method suggested by 
Searle [6], which requires storage and inversion of a q x q matrix, where 
q = cp:; ni. 
4. APPLICATION TO ANOVA MODELS 
The general nested classification random model 
(4.1) 
when written in vector form (1.1 ), is given by 
y=col. 11 ~.coliP(yi,...i,), ~,=col,,~col$(~ ,,.. $, 
x= COli, * . . col, ( 1 ), U, = Diagi, . . . Diag, col,,, , . . . colir (1 ), (4.2) 
and Cj = djIn,, where the Si,. ,,‘s are independent with expectation zero and 
variance 0,. Here col!, denotes arranging terms in vector form, and Diag, 
denotes arrangment mto block diagonal form. It is easy to establish that 
Aj = Diag,, . . . Diag,, col,,+ 1 (1). 
The assumptions made in Theorem 1 are satisfied iff 8, >O. Com- 
putation of fl,..., t , -  , according to Corollary 3 shows that all matrices F,, 
j =p - l,..., 0, are nonsingular and exhibit diagonal form F, = 
Diag,, . . . Diag, (fi.{!. i,). The constants fi(!. i, are obtained from 
f~~!.j~=e,‘,f~~.~.f,‘,=~j,-..~,~, O,‘, 
fj(!. j, = 2 fi/.+.\), , (1 + Qj+ 1, ,f~~.t.~~+,) ~ ‘9 j=p-2 ,*.., 0. (4.3) 
$+I 
Further 
yj=col. II . * . col,, ( j$!. $), yy.‘. $ = (jy!. J ~ l yg.. i/’ 
where 
yy!.+) = c (1 + e,, ,,&!‘i.2’+,,- ‘y;;.t.;,‘+,, j=p - 2 ,...) 0. (4.4) 
i/+1 
Consequently, from Corollary 3 and Theorem 1 it follows that 
tj = COli, . . . co&, ( t i f ! .  $, where T0 = 0 and 
(4.5) 
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Application of Corollary 2 with UP = Z, VP0 = 8,,Z,, yields an orthogonal 
decomposition of t, as 
+n:’ t!p-!) 1,“‘L8-, I,“.&, 
Therefore we are able to form the linear statistics tj by recursive calculation 
of averages and without any inversion of matrices. Corresponding formulae 
for the unbalanced one-way-classification model represented by Ahrens [ 1 ] 
and Swallow and Searle [7] and for the 2-way model presented by Kleffe 
[ 33 and [4] are special cases. 
Similar is the application of Corollary 3 to the multivariate nested 
classification model 
where X, U1 ,..., UP are as in (4.2). But y and tl,..., lP are vectors formed by 
k-dimensional subvectors yi,. _. iP, ti, .__ i,, j= l,..., p, with moments Etj = 0, 
E&&=(Z,,@@,), j= l,..., p. 0 ,,..., 0, are unknown k x k matrices of 
variance-covariance components and 0, > 0. In this case formulae 
(4.3k(4.5) apply, where 0, are replaced by the variancecovariance 
matrices O,, and the scalar 1 is replaced by the k x k identity matrix. The 
quantities f{/!. i, are now nonsingular symmetric k x k matrices, which form 
the k x k blocks of the block diagonal matrices F,. The quantities yj(.?. ii, 
jj(!. i ) iv. , , and ti(!. i, are k vectors. 
The aygohthm requires inversion of k x k matrices only, and Theorem 1 
provides an attractive numerical analysis of multivariate variance- 
covariance component data, which admits incorporation of arbitrarily 
chosen prior values for the unknown parameters. 
The analysis of ANOVA models involving cross-classified factors is 
based on Section 3. Then the initial values needed for (3.1) are obtained 
without inversion of matrices. It remains to invert matrices like I;r*’ 
associated with the second, third, etc., branch of the hierarchical tree, 
which have dimension equal to the numbers of levels of corresponding fac- 
tors. Therefore, following the algorithm, any two-way classification model 
can be analyzed by inverting an a x a matrix, at most, where a is the num- 
ber of treatments. This is about all that is known of the numerical effort for 
standard ANOVA methods. 
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